
Meru University #1301
The Seven Holy Kumaras on Divine Love and Twin Flames

Seven Sundays: February 3–March 17 
9:30-11:30 a.m. MST

Syllabus

Promotional Statement

What is a golden-age civilization? It is a culture where divine love is at the forefront of 
its citizens’ lives, where holiness is the norm, and where adoration of God occurs spontaneously 
at any time and in any place with no censure or backlash. 

In this course, experience the Seven Holy Kumaras’ sharing of their life on Venus. True 
love is a way of life for all there, and it is the foundation upon which the Venusian society has 
been created.

The Kumaras are the progenitors and the spiritual guardians of a holy culture, as ancient 
as our solar system and yet rich in divine artistry in its advanced stages of manifestation within 
every aspect of life. Learn firsthand of the Venusians’ ways and means of expressing love’s 
creative power in practical, everyday life and of how we may emulate them to recreate our world 
in a higher, more refined state.

Through inspired meditations and practical exercises and through the Kumaras’ 
sponsorship and presence, feel new love for your twin flame and soul mates and experience, in 
advance, the long-term benefits of living a conscious, spiritual life with your own beloved!

Class #1:  February 3
Master: Sanatka Kumara
First Rainbow Ray

 Sanatka Kumara will share an overview of life lived to the glory of God on Venus where 
love is the prime directive, love is at the center of society, and love is the core value that guides 
every decision and action.

Meditation and practical exercise:  Re-focus so that love becomes the motor of your life.

Class #2:  February 10



Master: SaAnanda Kumara
Second Rainbow Ray

 SaAnanda Kumara will share how the “golden rule of love,” as it is known on Venus, is 
taught and modeled by adults to children. He will explain why the educational system there is so 
effective because all learning occurs through both the heart and the mind.

Meditation and practical exercise:  Refresh your paradigms so that the love of God becomes your 
motive in all reading, study and learning.

Class #3:  February 17
Master: SaNaTana Kumara
Third Rainbow Ray

 SaNaTana Kumara will share how the creative power of love is expressed in 
relationships, within families and within the greater community.

Meditation and practical exercise:  Create a vision of your new family where divine love is being 
fully expressed between you, your beloved and your extended family.

Class #4:  February 24
Master: Sujata Kumara
Fourth Rainbow Ray

 Sujata Kumara will share teachings on love as the architect, the builder and the interior 
designer of the Venusian culture. The love of God is embedded in the layout of their cities of 
light, in the buildings themselves; and nature is honored in all planning and design work.

Meditation and practical exercise:  Design your new environment with the most beautiful 
manifestations of your creative genius, expressed as your heart desires.

Class #5:  March 3



Master: Kapila Kumara
Fifth Rainbow Ray

 Kapila Kumara will share how the music, science and healing power of love is expressed 
on Venus. Classical Indian devotional music is one of the closest forms of music on Earth to 
Venusian love-music! David Lewis’ music was inspired by Venusian composers and angels of 
light as a result of his devotion to Mother Mary and the angels of heaven. Also, Carol Wells’ 
music was similarly inspired. This music heals the heart and strengthens the soul for her journey 
of light.

Meditation and practical exercise: We will play some of David and Carol’s music. Feel love’s 
power and then create (and sing) your own music of love.

Class #6:  March 10
Master: SaNa Kumara
Sixth Rainbow Ray

 SaNa Kumara will share a vision of the temples of love on Venus where all citizens go to 
express love through all manner of devotional practices. Regular “services” (interesting that we 
and many churches use this word for our worship sessions) and rituals are held, though there are 
also “free-form” sessions when people can simply share their love as they are inspired in the 
moment. There are great rose quartz crystals that are generators—and regenerators—which both 
receive and emanate loving vibrations from and to the people!

Meditation and practical exercise:  Sanctify a special space in your home with the electronic 
presence of your personal “mansion in the sky” in the etheric plane of your home star.

Class #7:  March 17
Master: Sanat Kumara
Seventh Rainbow Ray

 Sanat Kumara will share new teachings on Venusian love and wrap up our seven-week 
course in a flourish of divine light. He will tell a story of twin flames that we will always 
remember!



Meditation and blessing: All of the Rainbow Rays will be showered upon us as Sanat Kumara 
and Lady Master Venus conduct a special blessing of twin flames.

The assignments for this course will be to 
• Meditate with your twin flame on perfect love.
• Write one love poem and post it on the Forum.
• Use the meditations and practical exercises throughout each subsequent week and be 

prepared to share your experiences live in class. 
• As requested by Clare de Lis, a final test will also be administered during the seventh 

class.

Recommended Reading:  Heart by Helena Roerich, published by the Agni Yoga Society


